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THIS IS AN INTERVIEW with RANDOLPH VIGNE IN LONDON, ENGLAND,~ JUNE 25, 
1990. 

MG: Look can we start chronologically if you are all right on that? 

. ~ - -
'( RV: Well, yes, I have no papers about me. ~shocking memory. So everything will have to be 

checked. 

MG: I'll try and prod as much as possible. Talk a little bit about your background. How you got 
involved in politics. Perhaps, your involvement in the Liberal Party. 

RV: ~~I was born in 1928. I was typical of a generation~h~~48 was 
just at that time of life when one was becoming aware of politics That was, of course, the year 
that the NATS came in. My generation thought we were going_to run South Africa as previous 
generations of English-speaking South Africans had done~ a few special Afrikaners to do 
the dirty work. - you know to keep the blacks in order.[Laughs]. And, of courrse, it wasn't to be. 
I was actually in Oxford at the time and all the bright sparks, the Rhodes Scholars and so on, 
most of them then went on to Anglo-American and the mining world and ~tit got rid of 
their frustrations that way. 
I came back to South Africa and was totally disillusioned about the whole scene with the early 

years of the NATS. I was an observer of the Torch Commando and all the rest of it. Joined 
the Liberal Party when it was formed in 53 being the only organization that at ail, you know, filled 
one's bill. 
Ot;..a The Communist world{QI' one was as strongly turned off as one was against AfrikaQ_er L 

,I o-~~o .. ., 
Nationalism and Apartheia,aoa··aH•{l=tei·est-.ef-H. Because of the great disillusionment of the 
satellites, the Iron Curtain, the Cold War ~f..it and ~ the whole revival of 
knowledge about what had happened at the Moscow Trials,.i~ - (toe.all tfie key 
document, of course, being that famous book THE GOD THAT FAILED where a whole lot of 
intellectuals went into it -- terrific stuff. So there was no draw in that direct in the Liberal Party of ~ 
the filled the bill. 
Came to England in 56 and as so often happens to people wt10 leave the country in those 

circumstances on a visit -- its when you're at a distance that you look back and see it all and 
thought shall I get involved .C) Shall I stay in England and get out of the South African mess 
shipped the stete a longtime l'l'ltlA lQ or go back and get involved. So I went back and got 
involved. 

MG: You were at Oxford in 48? 

RV: 48, I went back to South Africa in 49. 

MG: There [ ie. South Africa] for 6 to 7 years then -- between 49 and 56 ?_ 

RV: That's right, 53 the Liberai Party was formed, 56 came back on my first visit to England 
since leaving. 

MG: What did you do in those six or seven years after University? 

RV: I had fun. i mean I joined the publishing firm Maskew Millers. I had a very nice job where l 
was, more or less, - I was English Editor. It was quite good stuff and we had a very elaborate 
social life in Cape Town. That was about it. I also read a lot, followed events very closely and 
most of my friends had also been at English universities -- it was that generation, and we had 
rather the same views. But it wasn't really until getting out again that one saw it from the other 
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end of the telescope . 

MG: Was it a kind of sabbatical for you -- getting out? 

"I. 
RV: No It's just that tl=le managed to run two lots of leaves together and get a bit extra. I got 
married in 53 on the day that the Liberal Party was formed. Also .also the anniversary of VE • 
Day Which means that I certainly never forget my wedding anniversary. 

MG: That's wonderfully symbolic. 

RV: So my wife and I came here, and then as I say, went back and I still had thoughts of coming 
back here [that is England]. But then sort of made noises to the Liberal Party "tiere I am". 
Actually, oddly enough I made the last leg of the journey from Joburg to Cape Town and who 
should I f,.C ~tting in • the SkyMaster +-- or whatever it was that we used to fly in - but Leslie 

'-"' 
Rubin. So I sent a little note over with air hostess• to say could we have a little chat and it was 
really on the strength of th~t conversat ion that I got active. But, of course, the Liberal Party was 
rather sleepy, not very active in Cape Town, except in the election area, Peter Hjul, Jimmy 
Gibson and those peopl~. ~ut most of them tended to be rather dug in -- very conservative, 
people like Donald Molte{}0, Oscar Wollheim -', 
and so on. e:' 

v->1.- ~.-c:. 
MG: So ~ti'( you came to England? 

RV: I came back, joined the Liberal Party, got active but the Liberal Party was pretty dead~ ,;, 
Cape Town .. Oh God, what did we call them - Provincial Committee meetings -- ghastly political 
talk with Tom Price and Oscar Wollheim. He and Oscar Wollheim used to have dinner at the ~ ? 
Civil Service Club which~ in Church Square right next to the Parliament Chambers• Oscar 
was always very well-behaved and Tom Price was [tape indistinct] having obviously had a lot of 
brandies.. They were ab$Qlutely ridiculous. So 58 got us all going with the general election.-
We put ei;-candidates-- a1'id then a iot of us said look this is ridiculous, either< - t~is i~tht .. Y~ ~'l~ 1 
Turks -- we get cracking with the Liberal Party or we push off. And so we dJ1c~ncfof course the 
biggest shot in our arm If was Pat Duncan moving to Cape Town for Co~tact and ... . [tape 
unclear]. µ ai._ waa all tre and you know we saw some little tiny chink of light. But after the 
Emergen~'nq t!\e 'banning of the organizations -- the whole VorsterNerwoerd poi icy of 
crushing e/erything7hat m<;>ved ~ it becamft_.cl1a~ at_.eolitical activity of that sort, 
extraparliamentary 1 ~WOfd~'hl.tn'a(sort was giving r~ spectability to the system and the 
only way we could get rid qt the system was by attacking it head on. 

MG: Were you were arrested at that time -- at the time of the Emergency? 

RV: No, curiously enough, the Cape Town Liberals were the most active because of what 
happenedJQ_ Cape Town after the initial shocks [MG: And the Kgosana Affair?] All that business 
and where-1.were totally involved throughout and none of us were. -That was a quirk. Anyway 
that's rather another story. f3ut the fact ~that in -- it will take a lot of trouble to work out dates -
that at some point John L~ng appeared from Johannesburg. I think that ~ we had 
already heard some whis1;>ers that other things were being considered -- not necessaril¥t, t
sabotage and things like Q!-!t that things .. .. And there were a one or two curious things,went on. 
Do you remember that extrii\prdinary business of that chap caught coming out of Swaziland [rape 
indistinct possiblf!_ break-i'l 1.f Pe]?. . 

-("11,,>,-) G\,_.c.."-""'S~"O"'"' 
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MG: That's wonderfully symbolic. 

RV: So my wife and I came here, and then as I say, went back and I still had thoughts of corning 
back here [that ;s England]. But then sort of made noises to the Liberal Party "here I am". 
Actually, oddly enough I made the last leg of the journey from Joburg to Cape Town and who 
should I see sitting in the SkyMaster -- or whatever it was that we used to fly in -- but Leslie 
Rubin. So I sent a little note over with the air hostess to say could we have a little got chat and it 
was really on the strength of that conversation that I got active. But, of course, the Liberal Party 
was rather sleepy, not very active in Cape Town, except in the election area, Peter Hjul , Jimmy 
Gibson and those people. But most of them tended to be rather dug in -- very conservative, 
people like Donald Molteno, Oscar Wollheirn 
and so on. 

[Interview Interrupted] 

MG: So we were at where you went to England? 

RV: I came back, joined the Liberal Party, got active but the Liberal Party was pretty dead in 
Cape Town .. Oh God, what did we call them -- Provincial Committee meetings -- ghastly political 
talk with Tom Price and Oscar Wollheirn. He and Oscar Wollheirn used to have dinner at the of 
Civil Service Club which is in Church Square right next to the Parliament Chambers. Oscar 
was always very well-behaved and Tom Price was [tape indistinct] having obviously had a lot of 
brandies. . They were absolutely ridiculous. So 58 got us all going with the general election. We 
put up a candidate - and then a lot of us said look this is ridiculous, either -- this is the young 
Turks - we get cracking with the Liberal Party or we push off. And so we did [i.e. got cracking]. 
And of course the biggest shot in our arm was Pat Duncan moving to Cape Town for CONTACT 
and .. .. [tape unclear]. That was all fine and you know we saw some little tiny chink of light. But 
after the Emergency [in 1960] and the banning of the organizations -- the whole 
VorsterNerwoerd policy of crushing absolutely everything that moved it became clear that 
political activity of that sort, extraparliamentary, you know, political work like that was giving 
respectability to the system and the only way we could get rid of the system was by attacking it 
head on. 

MG: Were you were arrested at that time -- at the time of the Emergency? 

RV: No, curiously enough, the Cape Town Liberals were the most active because of what 
happened in Cape Town after the initial shocks [MG: And the Kgosana Affair?] All that business 
and where were totally involved throughout and none of us were.That was a quirk. Anyway that's 
rather another story. But the fact was that in -- it will take a lot of trouble to work out dates -- that 
at some point John Lang appeared from Johannesburg. I think that we had already heard some 
whispers that other things were being considered -- not necessarily sabotage and things like but 
that things . . . . [RV does not elaborate] And there were a one or two curious things that went on. 
Do you remember that extraordinary business of that chap caught coming out of Swaziland 
[Tape indistinct - missing dialogue - possible break-in tape]?. 
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MG: Sabotage was discussed openly? 

RV: Not openly but very hush hush. 

MG: Shortly after the emergency? 

RV: Yeah~ --we need dates for that -- I don't have the memory. 

MG: I can track these down. 
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MG: Sabotage was discussed openly? 

RV: Not openly but very hush hush. 
""T l- -j ~ --rr• - c-_ _ _l l o' - ..,. ~::,l"'"\.C:, -
~"' \ ~-- ""' I ~ , .:> -_.,°t" . ' ,- ~ ~ 

MG: Shortly after the emergency? 
I + r._'"°'0.....,..., "11...c~,.. -.0,. e_} Qr e , ,.i.+ 1 

RV: Yeah ~ - we need dates for that - I don't have the memory. 

MG: I can track these down. 

RV: So that meeting then went on. We were back on how people - how Eddie -- came in. And I 
think Eddie had been to the man I mentioned. [Problems with the tape at this point]. 

Tape Counter 102 
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MG: We were talking about structure and you had a cell structure and you had a sense that at 
least.... I was just wondering roughly the number of people that might have been involved in 
Cape Town. Ten? 

RV: Oh more than that. More day to a the to a the day a like 20 -- 20 plus I suppose. 

MG: Mostly whites and coloureds? 

RV: Yeah. 

MG: No Blacks -- no Africans? 

RV: No. As you know there was his outfit called the African Freedom Movement. That was the 
group that came in as a bloc AiPto speak. They were from the Transvaal that's right. I'm trying 
to think in Cape Town .... l think not. No I don't think so. 

MG: So Cape Town really was fairly self-sufficient because Watson could provide the kind of 
training -- you didn't have to send people [sic], I'm just wondering about that. 

RV: He did [tape indistinct] he went up to Jo.burg. 

MG: Oh and he helped out in Jo.burg as well? 

RV: I think he must have done or else he got instructions ~ as well. The Pragers -- Fred 
and Rhoda Prager, he stayed with the Pragers. Fred was not actually a member. 

MG: Oh he was not a member? 

RV: I believe not. J pelieve we did a sort of arrangement whereby Rhoda was the member. She 
was the active oril • She died. Fred was in on it. 

MG: Fred has apparently written some prison memoirs which I 'd like to try and get hold of. 
was going to try and phone him. 

RV: He was a kind of Rusty Bernstein in the sense that the others all agreed that their stories 
would all tally on Fred not being involved. That's how Rusty Bernstein got out of the Rivonia 
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Trial. It was the same with Fred who is 8fetlend~ I mean he is in Vienna. He's been over, I've 
seen him in England once or twice. He's kept in thouch. A very nice man. I remember 
particuiarly because Watson stayed with the Pragers on his trips to Jo.burg. 

MG: ~t, 8\d you have a sense of great danger or fear.? ~n I was just wondering 
about the personal side of all of this when you, involved in it? 

.. (S:-. 

RV: We were very conscious of the death penalty. I don't mean that we ran around imagining 
ourselves being topped but don't forget that came in . 

. ,t-

MG: The Sabotage Act? 

RV: It was actually before Parliament, I think, when we formed. I think when we were meeting at 
Alex Cox's house. It was in Parliament then and it duly went through and tpat, of course, upped 
thew ante. -- al:)ell'ava lot. I mean these dates are complicated becaus~ c:11 ,uii 11::1 11::iiuw u, 11:: 
shouldn't forget. I~ Yousef Omar:,~ Yousef was a coiieague of 
Alex Cox's.. He was caught carrying explosives. He got one year. 

MG: Was he caught around the Leftwich period or before that? 

RV: Oh, earlier ~t. long before that 

MG: But he never said anything about being part of the cell? 

RV: The story was that he managed to hold up ~ and despite torture and solitary and a -, 
realiy, really hard time he always held to his story that he knew nothing about it and was carrying 
this for somebody else. 

MG: Oh, that he was just an innocent courier? 

RV: Yes, the story was that he was walking c:1iong c:ind had this suiicase and uy sheer chance ihe 
police stopped and asked, what are you carrying You know a biack man carrving something and 
having a go, haveai:>it of fun. and his hand shook so much that they got suspicious. [M'G('What 
~ ]. And so he did a year and he was in with Sobukwe and Mandela and that lot so that 
helps with the dates. Before the Island you see, before Mandela was sent to Robin Island. So 
Yousef was involved at that time but he only got a year, therefore, the Sabotage Act can't have 
come in ~ full strength because that was a minimum, mandatory five years. Anyway it was all 
around the same time. You were saying something about a sense of danger. I think we did pride 
ourselves on taking very, very strong security measures and you know as I've said before 
counter to all the rubbish that was spread abroad when the thing collapsed. we were totally 
successful. There were no breaches of any kind. Nobody knew about existence, to the extent 
that the Umkonto took the credit for lot.... several of our operations.~ This was all 
seen as training you know, this was all seen as the early -- as the starting period- lhe sta, iL1p and 
getting to grips with how to do it,~ . 

MG: The Johannesburg meeting at Cox's house, ~ was that a discussion only of tactics or 
did you have a sort of program that you were .... ? 

RV: We didn't have a program w t ad very general guides [sic], a very general agreeme5 1 
would think. A~"Isay it now and what others may say now and what we all thought 
then maybe different things, you know. 
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t-4,,, "' " --
MG: Baruch feels i1 was something called a Socialist League that offered some kind of a political 
statement at the meeting. 

RV: Yeah? But it certainly wasn't adopted. 

IIJ ~ "o"t-
MG: llw~ . 4 political program adopted ~ ? 

,t 

RV: No! 

MG: More a meeting of how do we organize? 

RV: ~ 1:vo of the poinJe thai§ame up and were certainly in our thinking, although 
one doesn't hear about it now much, ~cfs that it , Umkonto we Sizwe and the ANC was a closed 
shop, Poqo even more so. These were the two major national political organizations against 
~ artheid. ~ 1here were many of us who were dissatisfied with the way they were run. 

1he way the politicians decided.. .. called the shots and the cannon fodder went to the wall. We 
felt also that they were inefficient, untrained,~ . And we felt that to form an 
organization that would be successful}~ would be there to achieve results, would win its 
spurs, would win its place by its actions. ~ Would have leverage, would be able 
to have a grip on tji.a political developments and would be able ultimately even to bring a link 
between these two organizations. At that tirrie there was a iot of feeling that after the Emergency 
and the crushing of the ANC and PAC that~'o~ld be done ~y. Many of ~ people 
were already going to prison and the stories with coming back, "You must unite" and so on. So 
there was the feeling that a highly professional, skilled sabotage group that could be successful 
and become known as such. even totally mysteriously -- no one would know who we were ~ .. .... . 
~ -- would enable,. was the only way we would get in and be able a) to exert authority within 
the political movements and b) ultimately form a united thing [sic), none of which, of 
course, happened., 

MG: So, at the meeting itself there was no real concern about whether people were ex 
Communists, present Communists, Trotskyites, Liberal Party, these were people who obviously 
trusted one another because of word-of-mouth and by in wiliingness for underground action? 

7 k o. '-' "lJ "-+ 1 c...tl S f-oool '- :J ~c.l.. d ~ .. ,.., 
RV: There was nobody we distrusted there and that proved to be all right..b~. 

MG: Hg~any people were at the meeting? 

RV: God, I wish I could tell you. 

MG: Ten, twenty? 

RV: Oh no, more like twenty to thirty, I would think. 

MG: Oh as many as that -- so it was a lot of people? 

RV: Quite a lot of people. I mean people like David Evans and John Laredo were there. Mostly 
Jo.burg -- Roman Eisenstein. 

MG: Lang was there? 

RV: Lang was not there. I think Lang had already left. 
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MG: Probably, I think he had skipped. Hirson was obviously there? 

RV: Hirson was one of the leading figures, Yousef Omar was there. 

MG: ~ Omar had not yet served_b~ 1he dynamiting hadn't started at that time? 

~ C !. '. 
RV: No, this was in Jo.burg. 

MG: Yes, but I'm saying the actions, the Cape Town people started their actions after the Jo.burg 
meeting? 

RV: Sometime after, well yes. 

MG: Was Watson there? 

RV: Watson was not there, Watson was later in Cape Town. 

MG: Eddyf as there? 

RV: Eddy and I were there. 

MG: Someone from Durban, a woman from Durban? 

RV: I only remember Laredo and Evans from Natal. 

MG: Anyone from King Williamstown? 

RV: There were others -- there may -- I wish I could remember, I really do not know. You have 
got that list have you that was in the Institute of Race Relations report. There are some names in 
it. 

MG: Yes, in fact l should have brought t> the list. I will show in it to you on Thursday. There 
was a man cailed Abdurruman, does he ring a bell with you? 

RV: One of the Cape Town one's? No. As I say one advisedly did not know the names. 

MG: Harris, was John Harris there? 

RV: No. 

MG: No, he would have come later. 

RV: He might have been there, actually. 

MG: Dennis Higgs? 

RV: Higgs was certainly there, I think Harris probably was there. 

MG: Harry Cohen? 

RV: Not too sure, can't remember, could have been. 



MG: Bromberger probably wasn't? 

RV: No, Bromberger was iater. Eddy and I were the only Cape Town ones. It was mostly 
Jo.burg and a few from Natai. 

MG: Any people like the Moores? 

RV: Who were they? 
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MG: They were sort of -- they had been associated with COD but then sort of moved more over 
into Baruch's camp, I think she was called Shuiamuth. [Interviewer is confusing the Moores with 
the Mueller 's -- MG] 

RV: No, I never heard the name. 

MG: Muller? It was Mike Muller, I don't know if they were members? 

RV: No I don't remember, I don't think they were there because I think i knew everybody there. 

MG: Interesting, I didn't think there were that many. 

RV: Yes, yes, well probably near twenty. i would say more than 20. 

MG: Was there any big discussion on violence against property vs. violence against people? 

RV: There were no takers for violence against people, I don't even think it was proposed. 

MG: What about the dangers of possible violence against people just emerging from violence 
against property? 

RV: Well.... Every precaution.[sic] The high-priority was obviously to avoid that. 

MG: So the main discussion would have been really on how to set up committees and what to do 
training, [sicj have an escape committee .. .. 

RV: What sort of targets, how we would link up around the country rather than what the future 
Constitution was going to be.[LaughsJ. 

MG: The future of South Africa once it was liberated? 

RV: Yeah, yeah, that was going to be stage ten, you know. Baruch and Rhoda Prager and 
people like that used to bring this thing up. About the political program and that we must have 
one. 

MG: That comes back very much from their Marxist background. Baruch was very interested in 
having a theoretical perspective? But from what you're saying the group tended to be fairly 
pragmatic? 

<a-"'-
RV: Oh totally, but we had to estabiish us [sic], we had to~r anc1 organization going. I think 
really what united us that we were all out in the cold. You know, we were ail outside the ranks of 
the ANC and the PAC and didn't feel we could rely on either of them. The Liberal Party was 
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quietly dying a death. I mean the bannings were happening you see and although.... No, the 
bannings weren't happening yet but ihe possibility of the Liberal Party ever getting anywhere was 
not considered seriously at that stage. 

Tape Counter 291 

MG: Was there any discussion about setting up some group in London, the so-called London 
committee at that meeting? 

RV: Well, I think, the idea was that Monty~. of course, Monty and Myrtle,t hat he would 
comeback. Curiously, when you think that today when there seem to be illimitable funds 
everywhere for everything. In those days it didn't happen and you know we had to find our own 
bloody money, out of our own pockets and that sort of thing -- extraordinary -- except for Accra. 

MG: Did Accra come after that? ~ i'II have to check that with the Bermans and I guess. 

RV: You'll have to check. I don't know. • ~ 

MG: I mean was Monty able to say at that time, listen we've got some money that we that we can 
get to you through London? 

RV: I really couidn't remember. I have a feeling, my guess would be that we knew things were a 
foot. 

MG: About international fundraising? 

TapeCounter316 ~proSal::,l':) .... ~ 1,,-c:.rJ '--1. ~ o.s _,_,_'--.I-..,~ 

RV: No, this one particular contact there was no sud thing as international fundraising. Oddly 
enough, there were odd links made later with Trots$Yites groups abroad. I believe that 
particularly in Italy there was some group ~ No, there wasn't that international kind 
of thing at that time ~ I remember writing to Per Westerberg who then became a tremendous big 
noise in the whole anti-apartheid thing $ in Sweden,~-

MG: He was an International Socialist?. 

RV: No, he wasn't, he was a sort of Swedish do gooder , vaguely Socialist. ~e became a trustee 
of the International Defense and Aid Fund and made a whole big thing of the anti-apartheid 
world. I got no reply and years later when I met him and London he said "I'm sorry I wasn't able 
to do anything", you know, he didn't want to get involved. 

MG: He didn't want a get involved in an underground movement, I guess? And it was just starting 
off? 

RV: Yeah quite. But he had said when we met him in Cape Town, he said. "if there's anything 
that you want don't hesitate to write "which we did. That's was only ont '\.tn>a'r comes back to me. 
I would think that we had an idea that there was this Ghana connection. 

MG: Most of that money, I assume, then went into this boat and this plane. 

RV: And into embezzlement. That, as I say, you'll have to ask others about. 
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MG: Yes I'll certainly try and and check with Robin and possibly Antony de Crespigny. So , you 
then go back -- let's go back -- to Cape Town and you start really structuring the NCL, as it was 
still called at that point. Just, personally, what was that like.? Did you spend many hours in it? 
What about family and jobs? 

~ RV: Yes it was a hell'ava commitment. 
MG: Family and jobs? 

-'- RV: Oh yes, it was a big commitment. Id 
) But, the recruitment side, Neville, of course, played a big role in that. 

MG: Oh was Nevil!e in the country at that point? ... 

RV: Yes, I'd forgotten, he got out not too long after that. 

MG: But he was actually recruiting people? 

RV: I assume he recruited Leftwich. And a lot of the Cape Town people. 

MG: Well, I wonder who did recruit Leftwich. I was wondering whether you had recruited ~ 
Leftwich? IVVl'~t'?'io . , . y.... 1.: 

RV: Neville and Leftwich fell out. 

MG: Jonty says that at some point Neville and he had very very severe second questions about 
Leftwich because of his strange relationship with his parents. 

RV: Nobody told us that the time. 

MG: No one told you about the Kurt Danziger experiment either at the time ? 

RV: Yes, we knew all about that. 6\Jt.A,.. Magnus, I must tell you, that when the thing crashed the 
hindsight that people displayed was quite astonishing. The Danziger story as we were told was 
that Leftwich was told -- no cigarettes -- but if you're craving for a cigarette you can ask for one 
and Neville [sic] asked for a cigarette Now that is all that we were told. The story later, after the 
crash, was that Leftwich turned into a sniveling, crawling, wretch, you know, begging to be 
rereleased - total balderdash. 

MG: So it was nowhere near as dramatic as it was developed later on? 

RV: I remember we had a Liberal Party training school out near Langsberg??? - it was a farm in 
that we lent [sic] from time to time. And my wife and I actually stayed at that lovely pub - at, you 
know, the wonderful old Victorian hotel -- the name escapes me at the moment and the placef 
well- anyway. And I remember driving over to this thing - this meeting -- and Leftwich running 
up to the car and saying, "cigarette, cigarette" -- he was a compulsive smoker. That's ail I 
remember about the Danziger thing at that time. And everybody, you know,if we had a vote, on 
who was the man, the most steely. the most perfect for this role. Leftwich would've had 
everybody's vote. ~~ ... 

MG: A real little Lenin. 
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RV: Alan Paton after the event, claimed that he knew, that he actuaily said to Leftwich, "Adrian, If 
you are mixed up in something -- that I fear you may be -- then you are wrong for it and you 
should get out ". 
Tape Counter 406( 

MG: Leftwich was seen very much as this tough, brilliant organizer who would never crack. I can 
remember telling de Keller at the NUSAS Congress, "No, I don't think you should run right now 
because I think they're watching the Congress and Leftwich will never crack", I said. 

RV:~. This was the one in Natal when they arrested de Keller? You were at that? 

MG: I was at that and he came to me and said, "Should I go". Because he knew I had brought 
some messages back from abroad. While I don't think my advice was crucial by any manner of 
means but I certainly said t~t "You don't have to worry about Leftwich". I think a lot of people 
felt the same way at that time and it was only later on, as you say, that much of the 
reexamination and Monday morning quarterbacking, as they call it in North America, occured. 
[Tape indistinct 430] ... Just a get to back when you really got involved, I assume you were on 
the Cape Town executive committee anyway. 

RV: Indeed, the point was that we were supposed to withdraw from Liberal Party activity, not 
overnight, but gradually to make ourselves less and less avpilable. Obviously, to resign from 1-L -c.. 
Liberal Party would draw attention to ourselves and so orw,jfnd we had a sense of honor about 
not doing the Liberai Party one in the eye as well , by active liberals being then found to be 
involved in this. The difficulty with the Liberal Party was that Alan Paton above all had this 
tremendous nonviolence thing - so that certainly gave us more time. Then, of course, I was 
banned at the beginning of 63 which gave me more time still. The banning order was dated 
December 62. 

MG: Banning meant you were not allowed to go to meetings? 

RV: That's right, not allowed to be with more than two people at any one time. We used to meet 
all over the place. There was an occasion when Adrian, I and Watson and another, possibly, 
Mike Schneider. It might not have been, I can't remember who the fourth one was. 

MG: Marius Schoon perhaps? 

Tape Counter 460 

RV: No, Marius was never a member. 

MG: He never was a member of the ARM? 

RV: Not to my knowledge. 

MG: Oh really, in the South African Institute lists he is noted as a .. .. '"'-~cle, \-t.--c ~ CLwi. 

RV: Really, [tape indistinct], where did they get that? Marius spent most of that part of his life 
and still does trying to convince the Communist Party that he is one of them. That is why they 
never quite accepted him. 

MG: They never accepted him? 
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RV: I believe not, you know, because he wasn't a member before 1941 [tape indistinct]. t:_ L0-J "-- :s '1 
Anyway we met in Llandudno 

MG: What was that? 

RV: Oh you don't know? Well it's a place down the Cape, down the peninsula between Camps 
Bay and Hout Bay. It's not a place people go to much • I beiieve it's a popular spot now ... 1f was 
a quite quiet place then to meet. And, we ~f went along the rocks and found ~la,c_§_,.- '.j,ou 
know a quiet spot out of any ppssibl~ange of any possible devices for listening to. ~ f 
cQwse, and lien we set that u"f:l'.~ 'meeti~ -- four or five of us, four of us, I mean. And 
then ~f made our way back to our cars and who should be picnicking on the beach but Bill 
and Margaret Hoffenberg and Alan Paton. 

MG: Oh no! 

SIDE TWO 
Starts Tape Counter 3 

MG: I . . . . Were there a lot of actions before the whole thing 
fell apart in Cape Town? I was wondering, one of the things I wouldn't mind doing if I can 
sometime 

I 
is j · · 

drawing up a list of what things were done,, y,_ w~ow-as..a..sert-oHfliGI€~~ 

RV: Well, the railway thing -- the peninsula railway·~ . There was the Simonstown mast~ 
tt:l+Rg. There was Constantia wireless mast, and the Pilon operation. I think that those were 
about all. 

MG: There were three or four? 

RV: ~ -~es. Fourmaybe. 

MG: So you didn't try and keep up some kind of particular momentum or anything like that.--~u 
~ 

RV: Well the first one was absolutely ~ done from the standing position so to speak. 
From absolutely cold and we had to build on experience. ~s ene of the most endless 
discussions - was on targets -- on maximum impact. Each one got bigger than the one before 
but it got nowhere near ttJs'sfage that we had real confidence in doing things on a big scale. 
And. of course, all the time there was the other thing. ~ of course. the wherewithal not only of 

~l"lc.."'- . tvre money but the explosivesYlhad to be stolen. 

MG: Weli that is what I was wondering about, you didn't seem to have too much trouble getting 
dynamite though did you? Or was it only in Johannesburg that they didn't seem to have that 
much trouble? 

RV: V~. 6J course, as a bit more was lying around because of the mines . That is 
where it came from. ~ There's also a thing you could ask Monty -- are the Bermans 
going to talk to you? 

MG: I am seeing Monty next Tuesday evening, yes He's very concerned about not letting any of 
this out until the South African situation improves so, you know, he has hesitations as well. 
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RV: Yes, for a long time he didn't want anything said. But they sent out stuff. 

MG: Oh they did actually get some stuff out from Britain? But not through that boat? 

RV: No no ~ . - through consignments among other things of glass -- some glass was the big 
thing. They were very resourceful Myrtle was the main link. 

MG: I~ I wish I could talk to Myrtle alone. I think she'd be really fascinating but I 
got Monty on the phone and so the meeting was much more with him. But I'd like, if possible, to 
talk to them separately because I think they do come at things a little differently. 

RV: Yes, I wish you could. ~ -she's a first rater. That, as I say. was another very limiting 
factor. 

MG: ~l'A:J# was a real problem in the Cape Town area that you simply didn't have the 
wherewithal? 

RV: Well, it was a constant preoccupation.Y~-

MG: And that was as dangerous -- stealing the stuff was as dangerous as using it? Did you 
have any engineers who could help you on these things? Or did one realiy just rely on one or 
two people as the source of technical knowledge as to what to do? 

RV: Just our own people -- we had to train up on everything. Dennis Higgs was a key man, of 
course, in Johannesburg. 

MG: Because he had been a chemist right? 

RV: Yes, and he developed the timing devices~. 

MG: That's right he did say that. 

RV: You have seen him? 
-:c.. 

MG: ~ e had an evening with him but I haven't interviewed him. I'm going to interview him 
when we get back. I get a sense, and this is maybe a very wrong word, but I get a sense in a way 
that you were very much feeling your way on pretty much everything. 

RV: Oh yes, absolute beginers. You see there was nothing to go on. I mean this didn't happen. 
[Sic) . 

MG: Yes, and that you only had one or two sort of semiprofessionals like Watson • .f~? 

RV: We were training ourselves, yes. 

MG: You were training yourselves -- pretty dangerous stuff too. 

RV: Quite! 

MG: ~ I mean you really could never training yourselves with mock dynamite? 
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RV: No, no ~ - really hazardous to put it mildly. 

MG: ~ . ~ you remember your feeiings at that time at all? You werel obviously very much 
committed and felt this was the right thing to do but did you ever have the feeling, "We are not 
going to go very far". ~id you ever sort of feel despair? 

RV: Some doubts? I remember a moment when - this is interesting -- sort of a novelist's point of 
view really more than anything eise - the sort of misunderstandings. Leftwich and I sat down in 
Bantry Bat on the rocks one Sunday morning And he said, "Don't you think we should pack it 
in"? You know what I thought - I had suspicions about old Adrian's ambitions -- and I thought he 
was trying to get me to say "Yes I do think we ought to pack it in". Things were looking very 
rough and we'd lost a few people. 

MG: Lost like Omar? 

RV: No, no, I mean people who pulled out. 

l'\~ 

MG: Oh, who were given up? 
'4. 

RV: Which is always bad news because then, of course, they might talk. 

MG: Who were they? 

RV: Well Flip Green was a keyman in Johannesburg and he came down to the Cape Town • . 

MG: Had he told you why? 

RV: I never saw him at that time. I saw him in Cape Town while he was ... . He came to see us as 
a courier, I think, when he was still active and we looked on him as a very serious, important 
person. 

MG: Because of his skills? His qualities as a person? 

RV: Both, yes, and a serious guy so I'm told. But also, I can't really ... . You see I might mention 
others that pulled out in the Cape Town lot but then that might have been at a later stage -
Sheila Robertson -- Sheila Cl~.r c.... 

MG: ~ Sheila was quite active was she? 

RV: No, she was in it. I mean I don't know to what extent she was used. 

MG: She was involved with John St ~(~ that point wasn't she? 

RV: John Cl~ ~ Yes, I think they got. married during that time. Of course, John never got over 
the fact that he vvasn't :nvited to jo:n 

Les> 
RV: ~Jo. And he took this personality: and this accounts for a !ct of n;s ~te.Ss credible criticisms. 

rl.G: He knev·.J about the actually involvement? 



RV: ~ I don't think he knew that Sheila was until she was arrested. 

MG: Yes. which was during the [tape indistinct]. 
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RV: We hadn't not invited John because there were any doubts about himc,-..l was because we 
didn't feel it appropriate. But anyway the point I'm making is that I thought Adrian was trying to 
get me to say that I had lost confidence in this activity and was~by myself pushed out. 
I've since gathered and that he really meant it. He really was coming to me and saying, don't you 
think, you know. Don't tell him this story because .... 

°'--MG: ~ Theres Stll.A'lel.very interesting stor~ s there.[\tlq. Baruch tells the story in 
his biography, the autobiography. where Adrian was very very hot on trying to expel people who 
were not active enough and Baruch remembers an occasion when he went down to Cape Town 
and remembered, I think, that maybe even you where there, where Adrian pushed for Eddie 
Daniels to be expelled because Eddie no longer believed in sabotage. And th& Baruch says that 
he defended Eddie and said, if you belong to the NCL or ARM you don't have to believe in 
sabotage. He then points out the irony that Adrian t4'le,q a few months later was the person who 
put him away for 15 years, despite the fact that months earlier he had wanted Eddie out of the 
movement because he did not believe in sabotage. Do you recall this.? 

Tape Counter 105 

RV: I don't recall that. I remember that meeting. I remember when we had that meeting and do 
you know, somebody, I think. ... It couldn't have been Eddie [sic] because I'd never met him 
~ it might have been Eddie not that I've seen him either but we corresponded at great 
length -- tells me that when this. my informant, was being interrogated by the Special Branch, he 
was shown photographs of us coming out of this building. 

Tape Counter 111 

MG: The safe house? 

RV: Yes, not in Johannesburg, in Cape Town. And they never acted on thi~ I was banned. I 
shouldn't have even been with anybody,~-

MG: Had these photographs and never acted on them.? 

RV: Never acted on them. Obviousl~/ hey photographed everything ~ and then 
somehow sorted it all out. 

MG: And they were really at the beginnings of trying to deal with underground movements at the 
timet 

RV: They were, they were as hopeless as we were in that sense. [Laughs]. Not hopeless but 
lacking experience. [Tape unclear]. But anyway that happened. ~ li was a very 
unattractive aspect -- it isn't here to explore Adrian's character -- but I did feel that Adrian was 
getting at Eddie1~ hom I had total confidence ia More so thf.tjl in others. And the other fellow 
who told me after the event that Adrian was in fact frightfullyambitio

0
n'tand trying to get control of 

the whole thing was Mike Schneider. And it was, Adrian and Mike who were ~ having a sort of 
sniping at Eddie at one time. I'd forgotten that this was an Issue at the Meeting with Baruch. 

M 

MG: What was Schneider like? I don't know him at all. 
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RV: Oh, a delightful chap. I haven't seen him for a very iong time. I don't even know where he 
is, do you? 

MG: I think maybe, he is in South Africa, that's my latest information but really I don't know. 

RV: Oh, really? 

MG: I don't know. He was a student? 

RV: I think he had been a student. He was living in Jo.burg, and then he moved to Cape Town. 

MG: Oh, ~ not from Cape Town? 

RV: No, I think he was at the original Jo.burg meeting. I'm not too sure about that either. 

MG: A. Liberal Party background? 

H· 
RV: No, at>, I don't know. I think he'd been a student and then left. I~. ne 
knew Baruch. I tell you who seemed to be a big influence was David Soggot. 

e. 
MG: Oh, the Lawyer? 

RV: Who had been lecturing in what ever. He'd been a Don at Wits, ~ teaching political 
science or something. 

MG: Oh, I didn't know that. Was he involved with the ARM? 

RV: No, he wasn't. But, I remember. his name used to crop up a lot. ~ 
E . 

MG: Oh, he defended Baruch? 

RV: He did. 

MG: And John Harris? Was he Harris's lawyer? 

RV: Yeah, a~. But, anyway. I think that's how Mike got to know these other people 
and then Mike moved to Cape Town. 

MG: And joined your group? 

RV: And was transferred to us yes, and was active there and, of course, was ~ .... just escaped 
by the skin of his teeth. 

MG: Oh, he was not pulled in then? He got out? 

RV: He got out. Yes, by the skin of his teeth. 

MG: During the July arrests? The same way you did. 

RV: Yes, so did I. I think he once told me the whole story. I think I wrote it all down about how 
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he got out. Whereas Eddie was caught. It would be interesting to talk to Mike about. .. Spike's 
also back in Cape Town, I believe. 

MG: I, gather he is back in South Africa andli! certainly try and do that as well [sic]. I was just 
going to ask you about a few of the other names. How did Alan Brooks get involved in !tape 
Town group? ~~ 

RV: Oh, UCT, through that network, you know. 
M-- Cl. f-

MG: This was strange because he was really • CP at t!:ttS"point~ 1 wt...\..._ + t..._ ~ ., 

RV: Well, he moved, he moved. I don't know whether at that point or not. 

MG: He was already moving over at that point? 

Tape Counter 155 

RV: He was already moving. I think, and then he did move and then he was staying with us. 
[Sic]. 2_ 
Another fellow was Tony Trew. 

MG: I. didn't know him. I have seen the name ~ on the SAIRR list. 

RV: Yes, I don't know much about Tony's political background. But I think he was rather in the 
same position as Alan. 

MG: Also moving towards the CP? Stephanie Kemp must have too? 

RV: Yes, moving towards the CP. For years Tony has worked for. ... ~ . He taught at the 
University of Norwich for a long time and then after that for years he ii$ been a very important 
figure in Defence and Aid -- IDAF. n.,;,.:, 

MG: As a CP member? 

RV: I assume so, they ali are. 

MG: So he's still with Defence and Aid.? 

RV: Yes. 

~ "'--
MG: What about Stephanie Kemp, wben she ig significant figure or just on the fringes? 

RV: I think she was very much one of the~ activists on the front line. 

MG: Not necessarily a CPer at that time? 

RV: No, not at all, a bit naive you know. I don't know what her position is now. Of course, 
there was this great love story of the century. 

MG: She was involved with Albie for a long time. ? 
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RV: T~.I mean after Albie. 

MG: After Albie? Oh, that's right, well she was a lot of people's girlfriend at that time. 

RV: Yes, quite. 

MG: E(Jfw1is with Joe for a long time. And, now here in the London office with the CP, I think. 

RV: Is she really? 

MG: I. heard that, yes. 

RV: She was with John ClatFe<:for a long time. 

MG: ~ - I didn't know that. 

RV: Yes, 0~, I'm not sure they weren't married. 

MG: They were married, she and Cl~ ~ ere married? 

::r 
RV: I guess not [tape unc/earj. John had a number of ... . [tape unclearr~. Well, I know he's 
married again. I think he may have been married .... but I think she was a girlfriend in between 
[sic]. 

MG: But, I think, in recent years it was more with Slovo where she ended up. I guess, 
particularly after Ruth died and maybe before that. 

RV: Yes, I think they lived fairly separate lives. 

l G. ~~J 
MG: Yes, that's right. They lived separate lives since the 1.gws, I heard. ~t4 nother question 
tiilat I had was~t about after the actions. iid you then issue statements to the press. a~ 
[sic]. 

RV: No, the idea was that we would be totally [stresses this] unknowing until we realiy felt we 
could .... we were ready to make a big sort of hit. Y~, /eally do something that would crash 
through and, therefore, the name was never known. We used to have long .... , you know how 
one argues about trivia, there was always a case that we ought to have some sort of. you know, 
like the C. and D. sign, some bloody mark thing, we should put everywhere, and ali this stuff. 
And other people said -- silly, forget it. And the idea was that we would not make any sort of 
announcement. 

MG: A symbol? That was agreed at the national level? Well, that was the national policy then to 
do that. 

RV: Yes. Then, eventually, there was a regional meeting and I'm pretty sure I was outvoted 
because I still felt that we should not. And then, I think, I may be wrong about this, I think Adrian 
went up to Jo.burg. And ti;iey came back with this decision, with the name African Freedom 
Movement. v-.c:.... 

MG: Yes, That's right. And a program -- a kind of manifesto? 
c;~,c.-3 

RV: [Tape unclear] a sort of general thing about an announcement. Which was sent to a~ 



random list as far as I can remember. 

Tape Counter 203 

MG: Of newspapers? 

RV: And public. I think that was very shortly before the crash. 
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MG: Yes, I think so. Baruch remembers making [sic] a statement. Leftwich then claimed it was 
not radical enough and they radicalized it, I guess. &ocfffiat must have been when he came 
back with that statement. Leftwich was obviously pretty crucial, very active& in all of this( a5 f\e 
always was, a very hyper kind of person anywayl And Always the center of everything. And 
always trying to make sure that he knew everything that was going on 

RV: Very active. That's right -- this was the problem. And, of course, the greatest thing was that 
against every possible regulation. if you like, he kept notes. And the list of code names, wasn't, i ~ 
~ that brought the thing down? 

Q,,.l ~ o 
MG: Id think so, and alYso when they followed Lyn van der Riet. They found Lyn and Adrian 
together when they raided his apartment. They let her go, followed her and she !ed them straight 
to a cache of dynamite, was the way I heard it. 

RV: I don't think that's quite right because I know there was a frantic search for a suitcase. Mike 
Schneider told me this about the day after Leftwich was arrested. The Security Branch were 
running around in circles because they thought this was unstable and was going to go off, y0\:t 
~-

~"'C.'t 
RV: Mike thought they were looking for documents. But I think tRere-were actually looking for 
dynamite. 

MG: It was the police who were engaged in the frantic search? And so they knew it existed? 

RV: Yes. They knew it existed but whether this was .... , fJh God, ~ agnus, I just cannot remember 
now. There was so much detail about those hours after Leftwich's arrest. Mike has to have the 
best knowledge of it all. 

MG: ~t,list stay on that for a moment. How quickly did you personally hear about 
Leftwich's arrest? 

RV: I'll tell you what happened. Julian had been very ill, she had gone to Port Elizabeth. ~ 
~ Leftwich was going to drive her up to P.E. with the children and the nurse 

........, \...~re.to wear my parents lived.,aAel~he was going to convalesceat for maybe a month or two with my 
parents, with the children and the nurse. All laid on, the nurse South African style. Afte-so:--aftd 
fiery much at the last-minute Adrian rang me up and said, "Look I can't go". 

MG: This is July, I take it? 

RV: This was July, end of June. "!Ce'a~'- It was something to do with his university thing. He 
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had to do something or other. And I remember being slightly browned off. You know, thinking, 
we agreed to and you shouldn't.... [Tape unclear]. And it really wasn't. ... [Sic}. ... He was going 
to see our people there. line .So I got hold of the security ~olice, called Major Russeau, and said 
that my wife is very ill/ an I take her to Port Elizabeth? 0 t... 

MG: Because you couldn't leave? 

RV: I was banned. I was confined to the CapeTown district. So he got the permission for me to 
do this and l went up to PE. 0n the Sunday morning I got thf&.Johannesburg Sunday Times. You 
know that CapeTown didn't have Sunday newspapers -- only in the Transvaal [this sentence 
unclear on the tape]. I must have gone to the airport. I went to the airport to meet somebody. 
Some family ..... [Tape unclear] don't know who it was now and I bought the Johannesburg 
Sunday Times, early in the morning [sic], just arrived, and saw Leftwich's arrest. It was Stop 
Press. And so was Lyn van der Riet of Belleville South. So I thought, my God. y~. 9o 
Bromberger was in P.E. -- ar Rhodes. 

Tape Counter 273 

MG: Bromberger was one of the P.E. people? 

&lA z:--s ,· c..1 
RV: That's right and I gave him a lift .... I spoke to him and we traveled back to P.~. together. 
Then I said goodbye to my .. .. [Tape unclear]. 

MG: From P.E.? 

RV: Back to Capetown, and we left very early in the morning. 6:00 or 5.30 and I remember 
saying goodbye to Gillian and waking her and saying, "I'm off', you know but saying something 
about "Don't .... " 

MG: Gillian knew you were in the ARM? 

RV: No. 

MG: You kept that entirely from her? 

RV: She knew something was up. But, I said, you know, I'm warning you, that there could be 
something that is going to change our lives a bit but don't worry, I'll be all right. 

MG: That's wonderful! 

RV: I don't know what I said there but it wasn't that. It had become such a habit of 
circumlocution about anything like that. So Bromberger and I drove down to Cape Town and 
discussed this thing the whole way and I said. "I'm going to go, I've got to go". 

MG: All your instincts said, "I can't stay here and wait for things to break"? 

RV: I think we may have said, we'll see how it develops, but almost certainly I'm going to have to 
go. Although I probably shared your view that Leftwich was not going to break. And then. of 
course, in the next few days they started~ ic] Spike in the Natal. 

MG: Were they announcing that in the paper every day? 
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RV: It was in the paper the whole bloody time and on the radio. So Bromberger and I must have 
met. He certainly came to the ship when I left. 

MG: Did you just go straight to buy the ticket? 

°'- .... , 
RV: No, no Qt .. .. That's tile whole story. Bromberger. four of us went to the ship, that I went on. 
[Sic]. 

MG: As soon as you got to Cape Town? 

~ 
RV: No, no, IQ days later. Because all these arreste6l happened and then Eddie was taken,_ w 
SO-OR 

Tape Counter 311. 
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MG: You must have known they were looking for you by that time? You didn't go home t» Cape 
Town? 

RV: Yes, I did. I spep_t a night at home and only one. I think l , 6ecause the house was empty. I 
mean the family ~ t up in P.E. Spent a night at home and I realized that was no good. Then I 
spent a night a1~e King's Hotel in Sea Point Then the following day more arres~and the 
following day°"t thought, well yo'i_know this is hiding. [Sic]. So I got in touch with a person who 
we won't name who said, okal'will set about hidinq1 ou. And, of course, try and hide somebody. 
Every bloody soul [stresses words] you think ~ the obvious person, is the first person the 
Special Branch would go and see .... [Tape not clear]. 
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RV: Or, they going to say, no, and you're going to give the game away. By God [stresses 
wordsJ.. at-like hiding any object you know. 

".! ~ r 
MG: Quite agonizing isn't it? 

RV: ~ . I've misinformed you about saying to Bromberger, "I'm going to have 
to leave the country". It wasn't at that stage. It was at the later stage, because at that stage we 
were still thinking of hiding. lying low. 

MG: Bromberger as well -- he wasn't going to run? [Tape unclear]. 

RV: Well, he didn't, feel that anything was going to lead to him. He thought he was clear. But 
might e in trouble,~ if things really got bad. He said he was a long way from any of 
that. ape unclear . 

MG: ad had he and the Grahamstown group carried out any actions at all? 

RV: They hadn't - the Grahamstown people. The P.E. people in Natal had you see. That's why 
Evans and Laredo went to jail. This was before they went to PE.. 

MG: Oh, Laredo, I'm sorry, just to put this stuff in brackets, but Laredo and Evans were regarded 
as part of the PE group rather than the Durban group? 



RV: No, I'm sorry, I'm talking nonsense. Evans was still in Natal. the Laredo was in P.E 

MG: Oh, Laredo was in P.E.? 

RV: Yes, He moved to P.E.. 

MG: And then Bromberger was a sort of separate Grahamstown group? 
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RV: I'm not sure. Yes, I think so, but tied up with the P.E. because it was all Rhodes,, reo;remt)'ef. 
I'm vague about that now. 

MG: So, you at the King's? 

RV: So then I went into hiding and then more arrests and hiding proved not to be.... extremely 
difficult [sic] . 

MG: You did find somebody though who said, yes, I'll put you up? 

RV: Oh, I went to .... this is part of this thing called the escape committee -- that you have to have 
a plan in readiness. 

MG: Oh, so the escape committee was still functioning? 

RV: Yes, but guess who ran the escape committee -- Lynette Van der Riet. So, I mean, that was 
no bloody good. 

MG: Oh, Lyn van der Riet was it? 

RV: She was out of it you see. 

MG: There were one or two of them still around but she was not? 
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RV: Yes, but you had to have your own arrangements as well, you see. But, in my case, the 
person who hid me , obviously, could only be for a very short time. And to cut a very long story 
-it was on the Thursdayo and the Mail Boat always left [~L The Wednesday night was the 
K. ' H t I ()b,u-nt"1<:.hJ--C:1 ,nrl~ f_gj,--·] h,,,c:..-, , t J'•c.7> Ing s o e. ""\::;,'~........,. , -!d!J.,.,-..,."\:_;.l"'"'·- . 
At the crack of dawn on Monday, I must have driven up to Cape Town. Spent Monday night in 
Clifton. Tuesday night at the Kings's Hotel. [Corrects Himself] 

lc.rtn-...c.d.o...r,-~ 'k>,:>D'"'.m-,,:,lc,~r]. 

4. ~ _h C c ~c,., C. 

RV: Maybe, I spent two nights oo Clifton. That's right, and the idea was to out, go out in the 
Mail Boat 01"\he Thursday. Rang up the Union Castle Company, first t · g on the Thursday 
morning. as soon as they opened, to say, "i o you have a berth"? .... ey alwavs had berths, ,/' 
l(ou kno~~ ltie ship had been chartered by the MOTHS • so there w~~ b ~~ It...,. ~ y-
~u~d. That was the unforeseen thing. I You don't just get on•""Maii Boat as °' ... J 
you do on the other 51 sailings are in the year but the 52nd, the one that you want to go on, is 'IC'~~ 

j~ r.. .. . '"""'c:. \ -e c:. ,,. 

'e,,..r~ 
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MG: It was a weekly boat, was it? 

RV: The Mail Boat left Table Bay, 3 PM on a Thursday afteu,oon, '/ou could set your watch by it, 
ypo--l<'Mw. And the Royal Mails were J taken a short time, 13 days later. [Sic]. You know, it was 
the Mail Boat. It was the absolute fii fhing. There were always masses of passengers but you 
could always get on. 

l\o~ 
MG: So, you were going to make that! 

RV: So, I wasn't going lo make that. So ~here was ~ another ship. Btrt 
Brombergor, es I said, same with this follQW. I left [that is South Africa] pretending to be 
somebody else who bo4ght the tickets. I believe it's himJonty's's book. ~--o....., 1.:, e -er~~ 

l,q_..-- <. __,., r-1.... ~<..1 att..._C".- ~e \.t-=>1;..V , h t>tc:.t...._~\l f~..cr 
MG: You took another name. did youlM<? [~]. Acc." ,-. Y>c,. ... ~~ 
RV: He bought the ticket. 

MG: Bromberger did r? 

RV: No, no, a fellow called James Curry. James bought the ticket. He had to show his tax 
certificates and stuff, you know. Y~ ~ou can't just go, you know, and they were rather 
suspicious of him [That is the Union Castle people]. It was a freighter -- 12 passengers -- going 
to Canada. And so we went on board and all the other passengers. the other other 11 had all 
got on up the coast. I was the only one who got on the ship in Cape Town. ~lly 
I~ We thought, until the last moment, we were going to go through some kind of immigration. 
We thought a fellow would come over from the Department of Immigration. And, it doesn't 
happen. [ Sic]. And one of the four, a woman, would at intervals go and see what was happening 
-- "No, no sign of any immigration" 

MG: But you had you own passport, you didn't have a false passport? 

RV: I didn't have a passport, no. I didn't have anything. I hadn't had a passport for about two 
years, ~it was taken away. 

MG: So what were you going to do if the immigration had arrived? Leave in the name of James 
Curry? [Tape unclear). 

Tape Counter 429 

RV: The other guy was going to .• ~ .it had his passport and he was with us and 
he was going to show this thing. Somehow were going to do a switch. But eventually it turned 
out there was no bloody immigration. This is nothing to do with you, your important documents. 
but just finished this story. In a split-second .... announcement [Tape unclear] that guests and 
visitors all must go ashore. So, they all trooped off and who should be standing at the top of the 
gangway but the guy from the steamship company office would had been so suspicious. 

MG: Suspicious of Curry, and sees Curry walking off? 

RV: And sees Curry. Curry thought, "time for action". Ran up towards the bow and tried to jump 
off the bloody ship. 

MG: No! 
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RV: Slipped! You know the dark with these huge rubber tire things ___ with a spare rope [Tape 
unclear]_ He managed to claw up onto one of these and was banished about and cut. ~ 
~ 

MG: He leapt over the bow and then landed on the rubber tire?! 

RV: To get away .... scaredt fo get away from this guy. The other woman who was absolutely 
marvellous throughout, whose name we won't say, got off the ship and managed to pick up old 
Curry. They had a car, her car was parked quite nearby. 

MG: And he's lying somewhere on the daf.k? .).. .. C, +~ 
RV: He's scrambling up, doesn't know what the hell's hit him, having just got<A(jTlanaged to ___ _ 

MG: He didn't land in the water? 

RV: No he didn't go in the water but bloody nearly. And the point was the captain, the chief 
engineer and the other 11 passengers were a!I watching this, you know. from the upper deck and 
thought this was skylarking. Thought we'd all been having drinks and this guy was piaying the 
fool, as I found out next day. By the Grace of God, a bloody harbor bus suddenly came around 
the side of the warehouse and they jumped on this damn thing. And got away. Whereas, if they 
had gone all the way to their car they might have got.. .. [Sic]. But anyway, they weren't stopped 
going out by the harbor police_ Then James left the country early the following morning. 
He went and told u, the British Consul that I'd used his passport and he didn't want to apply for a 
new one because he thought this would have been marked if he left the country. And the British 
Consul promptly had a 1000 fits. One thing they hate is anybody misusing a passport. So they 
put him on a plane. They made him stay, he and Clair'~ his wife had to stay at a special flat. 
They weren't allowed to talk to anybody and they put them on a flight out of the country the next 
day. 
But all this about Bromberger -- that was when I said to Norman, why don't you come.? 

MG: To get out of the country? 

RV: Yes, I said, you know, a nice big cabin. So I can hide you in this bloody cabin until it's way 
out to sea and then we'd jusL. [Sic]. ... You know it was a Swedish, a Norwegian ship. And 
Norman, we hadn't got to the stage where the Scandinavian .... 

Tape Ends Abruptly at End of Tape. q_,...._,j 


